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Small business owner or sole 
trader, you want to maximise 
your advertising to grow your 
business. Here’s our guide to 
winning business on the world’s 
most popular social network.

As a business owner, you probably know that Facebook can be a 

very effective route to market for your goods and services. It may 

even be the best way for your business to reach its ideal audience - 

but that doesn’t make Facebook ads look any less complicated 

when you start out!


Yes, getting to grips with Facebook’s advertising tools can be 

daunting. There’s always that nagging thought: if you don’t use it 

correctly you could be throwing away a lot of money, with little to 

show for it. It’s a bold business owner who’ll take that risk when 

they’re starting out. But with the right help, mastering Facebook ads 

can help your business in the short and long-term. The beauty of its 

confusing array of options is that it offers a highly customisable 

service to fit your every advertising need. 


In this guide we’ll take you through Facebook ads and how to 

maximise their use to boost your business.
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Choose your campaign type

Deciding which type of campaign to use depends entirely on the objective 

of your marketing campaign. That’s the first order of business: you need to 

have clear goals for your adverts so you can measure the tangibility of the 

results and how effectively your money has been spent. Is your goal to drive 

up site visits? Sell more of a popular product? Get more likes on your 

Facebook business page? Setting clear objectives will make any campaign 

easier to manage and without them you won’t even know if you’ve 

achieved the results you were aiming for.
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Choose your campaign type

Facebook offers some set objectives to help you out:

Brand awareness: Raising the profile of your brand and bringing it to a wider audience.


Reach: Not so much about reaching a new audience but ensuring your message gets to as much of your existing audience as possible.


Traffic: Want to drive up visits to your page or website? This is the option for you!


Engagement: If you’re looking to get more people interacting with your content you should start here. 


App installs: If you have an app this will specifically target an increase in installations.


Video views: This one’s self-explanatory: if you want more people to watch your video content, this campaign is the best option.


Messages: Encourage contact with your business through Facebook’s Messenger service.
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Choose your campaign type

Facebook offers some set objectives to help you out:

Lead generation: If you have a more targeted approach to sales this is the option to generate new and prospective customers.


Conversions: One step on, this targets a specific action. For instance, pushing any visitors it refers to your website to sign up to 

an email list, or buy a product.


Catalogue Sales: Have multiple products to sell? This option displays your catalogue to those most likely to want to buy from it.


Store traffic: A good option for business owners who want to increase visits to their physical location. Store traffic can be very 

powerful. For instance, if you own a small cafe and are looking to expand your local client base. Facebook ads can increase 

your store footfall with adverts targeting your location and and letting you offer a discount or a free item on a specific day. 
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Research your audience

Audience is a crucial factor when using Facebook ads. 

Understanding who you are marketing to, which social media sites 

they frequent, and how they consume content is the key to an ad 

campaign’s success. If you know the small cafe you have just 

opened would particularly appeal to the baby boomers generation, 

for instance, you might want to avoid running ads on Instagram. 

They statistically spend more of their time on Facebook, so that’s the 

more effective social network to target. Instagram may belong to 

the Facebook family, but it appeals to different demographics. 

Knowing the audience you want to reach - and their habits - is key 

to getting the results you want. 
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Consider your placement

As the Instagram example shows, you need to know where to 

place your adverts. The choice of Facebook, Instagram, 

Messenger, or Audience Network is dictated by your audience.


After you’ve decided on the network, you’ll need to think where on 

that platform you want your advert to appear. If you want higher 

visibility, it’s best to target the main feed. A feed in any network is a 

rolling collection of content that displays uniquely to any user 

based on their interests, likes, contacts and a host of other factors. 

Your video may fit nicely in-between one of those tasty food 

videos we all get sucked into watching. 
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Consider your placement

There are plenty of placement options, again depending on your 

content and audience. You might place your ads in Stories - an 

enhanced, feature-packed way for a user to post a life event - or 

Messages - where private chat is handled on the network. If you 

want to increase the effectiveness of an advert you could do a bit 

of quick research on each area and see which is most used by 

your target demographic.


We can’t stress how important it is to understand your target 

audience.

Back to your small cafe, which you’ve just rebranded as a chic, 

hipster hang-out, attracting adults between 18-29. In this case, an 

advert on Facebook may have some effect, but knowing this age 

range spends far more time on Instagram makes that network the 

more effective choice. Having decided that, you should research 

whether your advert will be more effective if its displayed in the 

feed or story sections. 
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Choosing the right format

Earlier we mentioned some advert parameters you can set 

based on your objectives. Let’s move on to the advert formats 

available. 

Image adverts

Video adverts

You’ll need to choose the format that best fits your goals, 

content and the type of ad campaign you are running. For your 

small cafe, a single image campaign might suffice for an offer. 

But if you wanted to showcase a number of menu items or 

include a few artistic shots of the cafe interior, a carousel 

would be better. From here you can target prospective 

customers to not only visit your cafe to try those menu items, 

but also take a few artistic shots of their own that they can 

share on Instagram, tagging your business while they do.

Single image


Carousel — two or more scrollable images


Collection — a collection of items that can be 

expanded to a fullscreen mobile experience

Single video


Slideshow - a looping video with up to 10 elements
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Remember creative 
guidelines

The formats we just mentioned are called “creatives” and each 

has a set of requirements that dictate the amount of 

characters you can use based on the section you’ve chosen. 

Understanding how many characters you have to play with is 

imperative. You need to prepare copy that fits, without losing 

its effectiveness. 10
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Embrace bidding strategies

This is where things can become a little unsettling for those 

with a smaller budget, but bear with us. In short, a bid is the 

maximum amount you are willing to pay to win ad space from 

others targeting that same space. As ever, bidding is a 

delicate balance. If you don’t bid enough you’ll not get the 

exposure your ad campaign was aiming for. If you bid too 

much you’ll lose money on your campaign and your return on 

investment will decrease. 
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Embrace bidding strategies
Currently, Facebook runs several bid strategies designed to help you maximise your budget. Strategies 
are tailored to specific campaigns and objectives. You can explore this in detail at Facebook, but here’s 
a short overview:

01

02

Lowest cost (auto bid)
Facebook sets the bid - the best strategy if you want to use your full budget to 

reach all the lowest cost opportunities.

Bid cap
Here, the advertiser sets the bid with a maximum bid amount. This strategy 

allows the advertiser control over the cost of optimisation, but can constrain 

how it’s delivered.
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03

04

Lowest cost (auto bid)
Back to Facebook setting the bid. With this strategy you input a specific cost 

(usually daily) and Facebook will try to maximise bids around this budget. For 

example, if you set a preference for each bid to be £1 you may win a bid at £0.95 

in the morning and one in £1.05 in the evening. Your budget absorbs the later bid 

because you saved it earlier in the day. 

Target cost
Facebook sets the bid again. But this strategy is for advertisers who want to 

maintain a consistent cost.

Embrace bidding strategies
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Those are the main strategies. The following are limited to app installs, 
conversion, and catalogue sales only:

05

06

Value optimisation with minimum ROAS 
(Return On Advertising Spend)
Facebook sets the bid, but focusses campaign performance on the bottom line and 

ROAS. If ROAS is your primary measure of success, this could be the option for you.

Highest value
Facebook sets the bid with the intention of obtaining the highest ROAS by spending 

your full budget (when you might be unsure of min ROAS/bid amount).

Embrace bidding strategies
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Of course, the strategy you choose is up to you. It depends 

entirely on your ad campaign’s goals. If you’re looking to save 

costs, you’re likely to opt for bid and cost caps. If you’re looking 

for greater opportunities, value optimisation or highest value 

might be the strategies for you. So, look to your goals and budget 

when working out which strategy suits you best. 

Embrace bidding strategies
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Don’t forget Pixel 

You may not be completely familiar with Facebook Pixel. It’s a 

piece of code that Facebook places on your own website to 

measure, optimise, and build audiences for your Facebook ad 

campaigns. As the name suggests, it’s a small but valuable piece 

of the puzzle. Utilising Pixel opens up a number of options, including 

reporting when someone takes an action on your website after 

they have followed an ad on Facebook and providing data that 

helps you target your audience with greater accuracy. 


These and other features help you to better understand how your 

Facebook adverts are benefitting your business. They also help you 

to create better content and better understand who is responding. 

post on Facebook

In essence, Facebook Pixel helps you optimise your adverts on 

Facebook. Setting it up is simple. Just head to your Facebook 

business account and the “Pixels” tab under Events Manager 

where you’ll be able to create a Pixel! You’ll then need to add it to 

your website. For more information on how to do that, check out 

this .
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https://www.facebook.com/business/help/952192354843755?id=1205376682832142


The most important thing…

We hope this guide has helped take the edge off Facebook ads. Before you know it, you’ll be a Facebook 

pro, with adverts on the world’s biggest social network adding real value to your business every day. 


 If we can offer you one piece of advice, it’s to test everything. Sometimes, certain things don’t work while 

others do. On occasion, one element will only work under certain criteria. It’s important to understand 

how all the pieces fit together to optimise your advertising strategy and to minimise lost opportunities. 

Understanding and analyzing the data from the adverts you’ve already run is the ultimate way to take 

your advertising strategy to the next level. 


 So get out there! Take this Facebook ad guide and use it as a springboard to market your business and 

optimise your potential. 


Good luck!
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Financial stats and analytics

Hassle-free account setup

Unlimited invoicing on the go

No hidden fees

Stress-free 
business banking



Stress-free 
business banking

With Amaiz business banking you can prepare for Self 

Assessment nice and early and here’s why:

We categorise the expenses as you go –  you can 

estimate how much you can write off 

You can issue invoices right from the app and keep 

detailed records of your sales

You can link your transaction feed to an accounting 

system or import a CSV with your transaction history

When in doubt, you can ask our accounting experts

Open account

https://amaiz.com/open-account



